The Alchemy of Saint Germain

The Elixir

VIBRATIONAL HERBAL ESSENCE
Saint Germain’s “Magical Elixir of Life”
is now available to all who seek it.
“The Elixir is an Accelerator and allows the physical
body to hold more Light and higher frequencies.
How that extra energy is utilized is up to the
direction of the individual.”
– Ascended Master Saint Germain

Experience the mysterious Elixir of Life that Saint Germain, the Master Alchemist, created for himself and
drank daily. It helped him hold a very high frequency, making it possible for him to live in the same body for
over 300 years and never age past 40-45 years in appearance and health.

“This formula was given to me directly by Saint Germain. He instructed me to prepare his Elixir of Life as a
VIBRATIONAL ESSENCE. It carries the vibration of the ingredients, exactly as do Bach Flowers and other flower
or gem essences and homeopathies. This enables it to work on the higher dimensional bodies, where all
creation begins the process of manifestation. As an essence, all possible allergy issues are also avoided.”
– Troika Saint Germain

Instructions: Refrigerate the Elixir or store in a cabinet away from direct light. Keep it away from caffeine
sources (coffee & tea) and/or strong mints, such as Peppermint, Spearmint and Oregano.

Take Daily: Add 3-4 drops of Elixir into a liter of pure water. Use the purest water available to you. Add
about 1 oz from the liter into an 8-12 oz glass of pure water and drink that daily. Sip the Elixir throughout
the day. Each sip is a dosage. One big gulp is only ONE dose. Taking more sips, more often, is best.

Strong Intentions and Affirmations are recommended before each sip.

One bottle of Elixir will last from 6-12 months using the recommended dosage and will last indefinitely if
kept out of strong light, caffeine and/or strong mints. After 3 months of daily use, you may advance to Elixir
Phase 2, which is more powerful. Then advance to Phase 3 - the final formula – after 3 months of Phase 2.

Results will vary and be unique to each person. Sometimes a slight Detox occurs. Please have an
open mind without preconceived expectations. We make NO medical claims for this product.
We do not accept returns or issue refunds for the Elixir. Please consider it as an experiment.
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